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NEW QUESTION: 1
A. Option D
B. Option A
C. Option C
D. Option E
E. Option B
Answer: B,C
Explanation:
Explanation
To perform operations on a single PDB, you can connect as
target either to the root or directly to the PDB.
* (A) If you connect to the root, you must use the PLUGGABLE
DATABASE syntax in your RMAN commands. For example, to back up
a PDB, you use the BACKUP PLUGGABLE DATABASE command.

* (C)If instead you connect directly to a PDB, you can use the
same commands that you would use when connecting to a non-CDB.
For example, to back up a PDB, you would use the BACKUP
DATABASE command.
References:

NEW QUESTION: 2
Sie erstellen ein Azure Migrate-Projekt mit dem Namen TestMig
in einer Ressourcengruppe mit dem Namen test-migration.
Sie mÃ¼ssen ermitteln, welche lokalen virtuellen Maschinen fÃ¼r
die Migration bewertet werden sollen.
Welche drei Aktionen sollten Sie nacheinander ausfÃ¼hren?
Verschieben Sie zum Beantworten die entsprechenden Aktionen aus
der Liste der Aktionen in den Antwortbereich und ordnen Sie sie
in der richtigen Reihenfolge an.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Step 1: Download the OVA file for the collection appliance
Azure Migrate uses an on-premises VM called the collector
appliance, to discover information about your on-premises
machines. To create the appliance, you download a setup file in
Open Virtualization Appliance (.ova) format, and import it as a
VM on your on-premises vCenter Server.
Step 2: Create a migration group in the project
For the purposes of assessment, you gather the discovered VMs
into groups. For example, you might group VMs that run the same
application. For more precise grouping, you can use dependency
visualization to view dependencies of a specific machine, or
for all machines in a group and refine the group.
Step 3: Create an assessment in the project
After a group is defined, you create an assessment for it.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/migrate/migrate-overview

NEW QUESTION: 3
A clean file in a proprietary application has been quarantined
by SONAR. How can an administrator fix the broken application
from the Symantec Endpoint Protection Manager console?
A. Run a new scan with a newer set of definitions.
B. Run the Enable Auto-Protect command on the client.
C. Restore the application with the Client Deployment Wizard.
D. Allow the application from the Monitor Logs view.
Answer: D
Explanation:
Topic 3, Volume C

NEW QUESTION: 4
The 16-year-old son of one of your friends is looking for a
summer job and has been offered a job at a coal mine. Which of
the following makes this illegal?
A. Fair Labor Standards Acts
B. Mine Safety and Health Act
C. Occupational Safety and Health Act
D. Hazard Communication
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Answer option A is correct.
The FLSA defines a list of jobs not suitable for children
between the ages of 16 and 18. OSHA regulates worker safety
through standards related to mine safety and hazardous
communication.
Chapter: Risk Management
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